
Hello everybody, 

do you fully enjoy the summer?  

Soon it will be September and about what are we smiling the most (here in Germany at least)? 

Exactly, about the giner bread and Santa Claus chocolate on the supermarket shelves.  

Personally, this always robs me a little of the anticipation of Christmas and after three month with 

gingerbread I do not like it anymore. It's completely different with my latest "Baby" :-). 

This year we have for you a very special surprise for the Christmas Season, although this 

announcement also does not really match with the current season, our: 

W O L L M E I S E - A D V E N T  C A L E N D A R!  

 We want tell you too much, but you should get a few hints: 

You can expect: 

 More than 24 Wollmeise Birdies in the quality Twin. 

 You can choose between two color combinations, a muted rainbow or a rainbow in „jewel-

tones“. So everyone has the options to knit many small projects or to creat a bigger work of 

art with all Birdies like a blanket 

 Our advent calendar will have even more surprises for you, such as little things well needed 

from woman. Furthermore we asked for help from our elves: Melanie Berg, Sue Grandfield, 

Nicolor und Asa Tricosa. 

 The design of the calendar will be 24 numbered linen bags that can be reused for the next 

advent to someone else happy. 

  



Sales will start in September so the Wollmeise Advent Calendar reaches you in time and the 

gingerbreads and Santa Claus chocolate do not feel so lonely. 

 

 For those of you who want to plan a short trip, I have a hot tip: 

 

 

From the 20th to the 23rd of September we will be there for the first time with our own booth for 

our NIPs. This knitter festival takes place annually since 2015 and has a very special charm, which I 

was already able to experience as a visitor last year. The combination of exciting knitting festival, 

breathtaking landscape with the World Heritage "Wadden Sea" and this ubiquitous "Hygge" feeling 

will make the weekend unique. 

 

We are looking forward to it and hope to meet one or the other of you there. 

 

I wish you a relaxed, not too hot knitting month! 

 

Your Wollmeise 

__________________________________________ 
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